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Current A�fairs & Politics Image:  Frontline

Frontline     13x35’     NEW EPISODES                    
The current affairs series Frontline focuses on conflicts (of war) 
from around the world that are often no more than a footnote in 
our daily lives. Among them the war in Ukraine, a conflict that was 
barely shared through the news for the past 8 years. In reports of 
35 minutes, journalists and film makers dive into the background of 
current stories and context is given to news. Their aim: telling 
forgotten stories that are inextricably linked to our lives. This does 
not only concern the consequences of armed conflicts, but also 
issues such as climate change and its impact on daily life.

Backlight: On the Border of the Ideal     49’                  
The war in Ukraine has given new meaning to the struggle for 
freedom and democracy around the world. How do ideals survive 
in times of deep crisis? In times of war it is difficult not to lose hope 
for a better future. Especially if your commitment to freedom and 
democracy has dangerous consequences. In Backlight: On the Border 
of the Ideal we follow four young activists from Russia, Ukraine, 
Belarus and Poland who continue to fight against injustice. What 
does freedom mean to them? And where does their fighting spirit 
come from?

Retour Caliphate     50’          
In Retour Caliphate, journalist Sinan Can travels to Northern Syria, 
the place where IS was beaten in 2019. He managed to get permis-
sion to interview three European IS-prisoners. Hundreds of these 
European IS-men are in detention in Kurdish territory and want to 
return to their homeland. What motivated them to join IS and what 
do they now think of the ideology? Sinan also talks with Yezidi-
women who were recently freed. They can’t return to their commu-
nities, because their children, born when they were enslaved and 
whose fathers are IS-men, are not accepted by their own people. 

Backlight: The World According to China     54’                 
We seem to be at a turning point in history. While Putin’s Russia 
is showing its true face with the invasion of Ukraine, the other 
superpower, China, is also taking an increasingly defined position. 
This country, with its 1.4 billion inhabitants, is forecast to overtake 
the Unites States as a global economic power in the next 20 years. 
What will the world look like with China as economic leader? We 
investigates the possible future scenarios for this new geopolitical 
center of the world from different perspectives. Will we then again 
fall into a cold war mindset with two rival superpowers?
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Nature & Wildlife Image: North Sea, Nature Untamed 

North Sea, Nature Untamed     4x50’ | 90’     
IN PRODUCTION 2024     
Europe’s largest wilderness, the North Sea, lies for the most part 
out of sight. That is now about to change. The many secrets of the 
sea are revealed in the spectacular documentary series and feature 
film North Sea, Nature Untamed. The North Sea is the stage for an 
enormous energy transition. But first and foremost, it ‘s our largest 
nature reserve. With a fascinating, undiscovered underwater world, 
home a surprising wealth of marine life. North Sea, Nature 
Untamed is now available for prebuy and coproduction. 

Dark Green     53’          
The solo expedition of adventurer Paul Rosolie into the Amazon 
Rainforest teaches him how to reconnect with the last remaining 
wilderness on earth. He travels alone, in search of the last remai-
ning wilderness on Earth. It is a journey into the heart of the Peruvi-
an jungle, but equally an investigation into the relationship between
modern humans and nature. What’s so unique about this region 
of Peru, a province so rich in natural beauty that it bears the name 
Mother of God? What dangers threaten it? And what efforts is Paul 
taking for its protection?
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Economics Image: Planet Finance

Planet Finance     3x50’     IN PRODUCTION 2023            
Today, a new generation is making its fortune on the financial mar-
ket. Investing via an app is easy and cheap. And how else can you 
ever buy a house with 0% interest on your savings? But how does 
the financial market actually work? The three-part documentary 
series shows a colorful procession of traders, short sellers and cur-
rency gurus. On Planet Finance, money makes money. It’s a parallel 
world where a big loss for one person can mean a huge gain for the 
other. Who live and work here? What is the use of this “planet”, and 
what makes this financial world so irresistible to many people?

Backlight: Wall Street’s Gold Rush     50’      
Investing is popular. The endless data flows we all generate, 
however, have forever changed the dynamics of the stock market. 
In principle, the stock exchange ought to be a level playing field 
where everyone has access to the same information. Be that as it 
may, terabytes of data have imperceptibly made their appearan-
ce on the stock market. Smart companies are responding to this 
development by delving into the mountains of data that are being 
collected about all of us before the rest of the market. Who benefits 
the most from this? 

Backlight: Running A Business and Saving the World     45’    
Shareholder capitalism is a business model fixed on shareholder 
value and profit maximization. In recent years, this model has been 
widely criticized. The COVID-19 crisis caused an extra stir when 
companies that have generated huge profits such as Booking.com 
asked for government support. A growing group of entrepreneurs 
is experimenting how to work differently. They believe the starting 
point of a business should be a social and sustainable mission, 
not a means to maximize economic gain. How do we make good 
money?
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Highlight: The Magic of Machines Image: Project S

Project S     45’     NEW        
The Citroën SM has changed lives and affected thousands of 
people, from Jay Leno to Johan Cruijff. Designed by an architect
-trained artistic philosopher, the Citroën SM is a car that appears 
only once in history. The documentary Project S is a search for the 
secret of good design and the influence of a thing on the heart. 
Speed, love, raw power and elegance. The Citroën SM and Project S
have it all. 

Rail Away     35x25’     NEW EPISODES      
In 5 new episodes, Rail Away takes the viewer on a journey around
Germany, Italy and The Netherlands. Rail Away is a series about
remarkable railways around the world. With the train acting as a
guide, we traverse by a number of special locations. During the
journey, the landscape, history and local culture are highlighted.
For over 20 years, the series has delighted fans with breathtaking
tracks in Europe, Asia and South America.
Please note, it’s possible to cherry-pick epsiodes.
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LICHT - Stockhausen’s Legacy     90’        
Brilliant... Megalomaniac... Unstageable – these are just some of 
the words that have been used to describe the mammoth opera 
cycle LICHT (Light), the most radical project in the history of music 
theatre, written by the legendary and controversial composer 
Karlheinz Stockhausen. He spent 26 years writing this larger-than-
life opera, which would take days to perform and was completed 
only in 2003, six years before his death. But his magnum opus was
never staged, because no opera company was brave (or rash) 
enough to produce it. Until now. 

Art & Culture Image: Project S

The Royal Republic     85’     NEW          
In The Royal Republic, Spanish-Dutch filmmaker Carmen Cobos is 
given exclusive access to a group of musicians within the Dutch 
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra that rarely receives attention, but 
would be badly missed if not present: the timpani and percussion 
section. It’s a pleasure to get to know these five men; to discover 
the love for the profession, the care for their instruments and the 
appreciation of their mutual connection. This beautifully presented 
documentary is a feel-good movie about friendship, craftsmanship 
and music. 

Under Tomorrow’s Sky     52’ | 70’     
Award winner Berlin International Art Film Festival 2021 and 
Toronto Independent Film Festival of Cift 2021
In Under Tomorrow’s Sky, architect and urbanist Winy Maas 
takes over the world with his innovative designs. Maas is one of the 
founders of the prestigious firm MVRDV, a company that realises 
iconic projects around the globe. Examples of their famous buil-
dings are The Imprint in South Korea and the Tianjin Binhai Library 
in China. Under Tomorrow’s Sky is about a passionate man who’s 
mission is to find solutions for the city of the future. 

Masterpiece     30x40’                
New York Festivals TV & Film Award Winner   
In the fourth season of Masterpiece, a new team of top experts 
takes on the ultimate challenge: reconstructing famous Dutch 
masterpieces from artists such as Vermeer, Van Gogh and Alma-
Tadema. In the process, the experts pull out all the stops to get as 
close as possible to the artist’s technique, style and perception of 
the world. Is there a secret behind these great masterpieces?
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LGBTQI+ Image: Mama

Mama     85’                                                               
Mama tells the story of a self-chosen family. At the head of the 
family are mother and drag queen Ma’MaQueen. Together with her 
three cats, she forms a safe haven for her six drag children. Not 
everyone in the household can count on understanding from their 
biological family and they all struggle with personal problems; being 
rejected by their family, having a negative self-image, or not feeling 
seen. In each other, they find support, security, and a home in which 
fantasy becomes reality. Above all else, they want to 
celebrate each other.

Sweetling     72’                                                            
Hetty (76) and Jeanne (91) are lovers, enjoying their colorful life 
together. But slowly, their carefree spirit dwindles, now that 
dementia is gradually affecting Jeanne’s behavior. Inevitably, their 
relationship changes. Hetty is faced with the dilemma of how to 
best engage with her lover, now that her abilities are compromised. 
Should Hetty seek support from others, even if it feels like be-
traying Jeanne?

Ryan Is Pregnant     55’                                                                
When you meet Ryan and David - both with full beards - on the 
street you wouldn’t think that they could biologically have a child 
together. And yet, they are ready to become parents. Ryan (they/
them) is trans non-binary and would like to get pregnant. Suppor-
ted by their partner David (he/him), they brave all the bumps on the 
road to parenthood. Ryan Is Pregnant is a surprising documentary 
that makes you think about how modern and inclusive 
contemporary society really is.

Lotus Sports Club     72’     NEW                                                            
Shot in Cambodia over 5 years, Lotus Sports Club is an inspiring 
coming-of-age story that centres around Leak, a teenage trans man 
who plays football in the under-21s women’s team of Kampong 
Chhnang, and Pa Vann, the coach and father-figure to Leak and 
other LGBTQ+ players on the team. After living with Pa Vann for 
many years, Leak, driven by the pressure to make more money for 
his family and forced off the football team because of his age, takes 
the heart-breaking decision to move to Cambodia’s capital, Phnom 
Penh, leaving behind the one person he loves the most.
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Human Interest & Society Image: Inside My Heart

Inside My Heart     85’    
Special Mention IDFA Award for Best Dutch Film 2022                                                        
Reality and fiction merge in this film about – and featuring – 
professional actors with intellectual disabilities, which explores the 
heart-rending tensions between what its spontaneous stars want, 
are able and are allowed to do. Inside My Heart is a film that moves 
between the magic of an opera and the depth of a documentary, a 
baroque drama written in verse, a fairy tale about murder, 
manslaughter and eroticism with the seven deadly sins as a major 
theme. 

King on Dam Square     85’                                                                 
Horeca tycoon and millionaire Won Yip runs his family business like 
a sole ruler, from Las Vegas to Amsterdam. In Won’s smoke-filled 
office, deep below Dam Square in Amsterdam, the money machines 
are running at full speed, everything Won touches seems to turn to 
gold. Until his always-hidden Chinese family history takes an unex-
pected turn. The documentary does not only offer a unique portrait 
of a tough businessman who has never shown so much of himself 
before. But above all, it shows the dark side of the Chinese diaspora 
and the deep imprint still left on generations to come.

Children of the Labyrinth     9x6’ | 1x10’                                                      
In a series of short films, Children of the Labyrinth presents the 
letters that refugee parents in Greece have written to their child-
ren. Reading aloud, they emotionally recount their fearful journey, 
feelings of helplessness to be caught up in the labyrinth of the 
European asylum policy, and about the love for their child.
The letters offer a deep human insight of the lived experiences of 
the world’s more than 100 million refugees. In a very intimate way, 
these parents reveal who they are – motivated by the most com-
monly held, universal wish: that of a better future for your child.

Sexual Healing     55’                                                                 
Evelien, spastic from birth and with merely disappointing sexual 
experiences in her pocket, is taking the first steps on her quest for 
intimacy. During this personal journey, she discovers new parts 
of herself and her body, and she gradually opens up to the needs 
and desires she has been suppressing all her life. ‘Is it true that sex 
makes you more complete?’, she wonders. Sexual Healing is a film 
about the necessity of intimate, human contact for every human 
being and how complex it can be to realise this if having sex is not 
evident.
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Human Interest & Society Image: Metropolis

Metropolis     25x15’     NEW EPISODES                                                 
In the series Metropolis you see the world through the eyes of local
journalists. In their own city or country they are looking for the
answer to universal questions. In these new episodes, we discover 
more about tourism and authenticity, how different people raise 
their kids, how to save money and what it’s like to be Russian in 
today’s world. 

Paul Blanca: This film Will Save Your Life     55’ | 90’     
Because of his uncompromising, sometimes violent behaviour, Paul 
Blanca, one of the most important photographers in the Nether-
lands, is in danger of disappearing into obscurity. In a possibly futile 
attempt to save a fading life from an inglorious demise, filmmaker 
Ramon Gieling filmed Blanca on what turned out to be his last
journey. After a lifetime of drug- and alcohol abuse, he died at the 
age of 62 in October 2021. With the camera we witness Blanca’s 
struggle against the transience of his body and the inexorable 
passing of time. Until finally only photos remain.               

Around the North Sea     10x45’                                                       
Each country that borders the North Sea boasts its own typical 
coastline. But the limits of the actual North Sea stretch much 
further than commonly thought. It’s a sea that connects the Belgi-
ans, the French, the English, the scots, the Norwegians, the Danes, 
the Germans and the Dutch. In this 10-part documentary series we 
explore the rich history of the North Sea and collect amazing stories 
that unfolded on and around the water. From the World Wars that 
were fought there, the evolution of the fishing industry, the offsho-
re wind farms, to the effects of global warming on life in the sea.

Around the North Sea     10x45’                                            

Across the Mediterranean     9x45’                                                       
Across the Mediterranean is an adventurous travel program in which 
Arnout Hauben crosses the Mediterranean Sea, from west to east, 
from Gibraltar to Santorini. With infectious enthusiasm he travels 
along well-known and lesser-known islands and goes in search 
of the story of the people who live in and with the Mediterranean. 
Hauben discovers the spiritual past of Ibiza, rescues endangered 
monk seals in Greece, kayaks to the foot of the alps in Italy and 
meets the descendants of Corsican resintance fighters. 

Across the Mediterranean     9x45’                                            Across the Mediterranean     9x45’                                            
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Investigation Image: Lazy Duck

Salah     4x50’                                      
The four-part documentary series Salah tells the story of Salah 
Abdeslam, the only surviving key figure of the attack on the 
Bataclan, and other targets in Paris. From his birth in a warm, loving 
family in Molenbeek (Brussels), through his radicalization, to the 
part he played in the bloody terrorist attack in France five years ago. 
The series takes us, step by step, into the clandestine world where 
jihadi leaders recruit small-time criminals for their holy war. 
Moreover, it gives an unprecedented insight into the lives of fugitive 
terrorists. 

Syria: The Toxic War     3x45’                              
Syria: The Toxic War investigates one of the greatest war crimes of 
recent decades: the systematic use of banned chemical 
weapons in Syria. This impressive series captures international 
politics as well as personal stories of witnesses and victims. Inves-
tigators, top scientists and diplomats closely involved in the most 
notable cases share their experiences, such as Barack Obama’s 
Deputy of National Security Ben Rhodes and Åke Sellström, chemist 
and lead investigator of the United Nations. Will justice ever be 
served, or do perpetrators get away with their war crimes?

Syria: The Toxic War     3x45’                              

Lazy Duck     77’     NEW          
What happens if only you know the truth, but people won’t believe 
you? While sailing along the coast of Colombia, Peter’s wife Dur-
dana dies under suspicious circumstances. Although Peter states 
from the very beginning that they were attacked by pirates, the 
local authorities do not buy his innocence. They are convinced that 
he is the one who murdered his own wife. The problem is, Peter is 
the only witness. Supported by 3D models and courtroom images, 
the documentary presents the viewer with the possibilities. What 
happened on the Lazy Duck?

Salah     4x50’                                      
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Science & Technology Image: The Secret of ASML

Backlight: A New Order     50’       
The war in Ukraine makes Europe’s transition to green energy more 
urgent than ever. The European Union wants to become less depen-
dent on Russian gas and oil from the Middle East. It’s ambition is to 
mine raw materials close to home. As a result, EU candidate Serbia 
has become a disputed field on the green resource chessboard. The 
country is rich in copper and lithium, important resources for wind-
mills and batteries. However, most Serbs are not looking forward 
to the development of a lithium economy in their country. What will 
the energy transition mean for geopolitical relations?

Backlight: The Truth As A Weapon     49’              
How do you successfully fight against disinformation and lies? In 
the war between Russia and Ukraine, correct data is vital. But the 
Russians are masters at using disinformation strategically. The 
Baltic states have been bombarded with misinformation from 
Russia for years. Lithuania is at the forefront of this fight: their 
military has a control room that monitors the media for fake news 
24 hours a day. In addition, the country has a volunteer army of troll 
fighters: the online Elves, who work side by side with the fake news 
hunters of DebunkEU.org.

Backlight: The Secret of ASML     50’     NEW       
One of the world’s biggest drivers of technological progress is 
located in the Netherlands: ASML. This company makes the most 
advanced machine in the world; the lithography machine for making 
computer chips. Ordinary people have no business here, but minis-
ters, heads of state and CEOs of large tech companies are frequent 
visitors. With chips as a strategic asset, ASML’s machine is in the 
middle of the geo-political world stage. What is the secret of ASML, 
and who are the people who build this wonderful machine?

Backlight: NFT Mania     50’          
What’s going on in the art world? Some artists suddenly recei-
ve millions for their digital artworks through the introduction of 
so-called NFTs. NFTs are ‘non-fungible tokens’, a type of digital 
property deed that makes virtual images negotiable. For over a year,  
NFTs have been the expensive new toys of often young, anony-
mous collectors with a lot of cryptocurrency. In this documentary, 
we meet the vanguard of digital artists at the largest international 
art fair in Miami. Will the air run out of the NFT balloon soon? Or are 
they the harbinger of changes that go far beyond the arts?
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ANKIE the olympic widow     1x50’ | 1x70’                
Munich, 1972. During the Olympics, a group of Palestinians attacks 
the Israeli fencing team. The hostage situation ends in a bloodbath, 
but the German authorities never reveal what really happened. 
Ankie Spitzer, wife of the late Israeli fencing coach Andre Spitzer, 
has been fighting for the truth about the murder of her husband 
ever since. In this two-part documentary, Spitzer finds answers to 
questions that have been hidden for 50 years. How did Andre die, 
who did it, and most important, what happened to the murderer? 
After all these years, the truth finally reveals itself. 

Sports Image: The Toll Paid for the World Cup in Qatar

The Toll Paid for the World Cup in Qatar     25’               
This year, Qatar is home to the 2022 FIFA World Cup. However, the 
state of the art stadiums are built by migrant workers, often under 
terrible circumstances. Since 2010, more than 1600 Nepalese 
workers have died in Qatar. Rudra Khadka, a Nepalese journalist 
specializing in migrant work, wants to give these people a voice. 
Most of them are from rural areas and are not aware of their rights. 
The documentary The Toll Paid for the World Cup in Qatar focusses on 
Nepalese laborers and their stories. These are unique testimonies, 
since many of them are paid or threatened not to speak out.    
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Children of the Holocaust     6x50’
In Children of the Holocaust, Jewish victims and their children talk
about the suffering their families endured during the Holocaust.
The survivors vary in age, are from different walks of life and have
each followed their designated path. However, what they have in
common is the burden of war history resting on their shoulders.
How were their lives impacted by the persecution? The result is a
haunting series that shows how the horror of the Holocaust has
deeply scarred the next generation.

World War II Image: Children of the Holocaust

Nieuwlande – Unyielding Hiding Village     43’           
Only two villages in the world have earned the Yad Vashem Award, 
a distinction reserved for non-Jews who took great risks to save 
Jews during the Holocaust. The small village of Nieuwlande in the 
Netherlands is one of them. This documentary investigates the 
story behind the resistance to the nazis in Nieuwlande. Why were 
so many villagers willing to offer shelter to people they didn’t 
know? Thereby risking their own lives? Who were the Jews seeking 
a hiding place? What role did faith play? And: what did the Germans 
know?

Mademoiselle Andrée     51’                                                                 
A heartfelt documentary about 100-year-old Andrée Geulen, a 
Belgian teacher who saved thousands of Jewish children during 
WWII. In 1942, she noticed that Jewish pupils disappeared from her 
class. Andrée decided to join the resistance organization CDJ 
(Comité de Défense des Juifs). With the organisation, she managed 
to save more than 2000 Jewish children by placing them in Catholic 
families and monasteries. In the documentary, the makers 
reconstruct this history on the basis of testimonies from Andrée 
Geulen herself, her daughters and two of the children she rescued.

Mademoiselle Andrée     51’                                                             

Etty Hillesum – In Search of a Wartime Writer     52’          
Etty Hillesum is a Dutch woman who became known in the early 
eighties after the posthumous publication of her war diaries, 
titled ‘An Interrupted Life’. The book soon got translated in many 
languages and her literary legacy shows that, if she hadn’t been 
killed in the nazi death camp Auschwitz, she would have become a 
famous Dutch writer. The documentary Etty Hillesum – In Search of 
a Wartime Writer sheds a light on the person behind the author, and 
comes up with previously unknown facts.
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Semi Divorced     15’     
The parents of Levin (9) are divorced, but Levin doesn’t understand 
what that means exactly. Her parents do go on vacations together 
and visit each other often. Sometimes it seems as if they are still 
together. Things are very different with the divorced parents of her 
friend Hannelore: her parents do everything separately.  With the 
summer vacations in prospect, Levin sets out to investigate. She 
gets help from a drawn wolf. Together they try to find out what 
exactly is going on between her parents.  

Safiya The Movie     15’             
The parents of 11-year-old Safiya divorced when she was very 
small. Her father, who was in frequent contact with the police, has 
often been absent from her life since then. Something that has 
caused young Safiya much grief. Recently, however, her life has 
changed completely. Safiya’s mother has a new partner and Safiya 
now lives in a new blended family. Together with her bonus sister 
and her best friend, she tells us while acting the story of herself 
and the two father figures in her life. Will she be able to give both 
fathers a place in her heart?

Kids Docs: My Parents Are Divorced Image: Semi Divorced

From That Moment On, Everything Changed     15’    Nominee 
PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL and UNICEF Special Prize     
What do you do when your life is suddenly turned upside down? 
In this documentary eight children bring us to the moment their 
parents told them they were getting divorced. In a white studio, the 
children give colour to their feelings and thoughts at that crucial 
moment, and they take us on the personal rollercoaster in which 
they suddenly landed. How do you deal with all these questions, 
thoughts and emotions that are running through your head at that 
moment? And how did these children managed to deal with this?

Ref! Replacement!     15’      
Din is the mid-mid from soccerclub Baardwijk from Waalwijk (The 
Netherlands). His parents separated three years ago. A period of 
uncertainty, quarrels and unrest followed. Din remained silent and 
did not talk about his feelings. He has never told his parents what 
this period was like for him. In the movie Ref! Replacement! Din will, 
make clear what was going on in his head when his parents got 
divorced. Where words are hard to find, soccer takes over. Din is not 
much of a talker, he prefers to let his feet speak. 
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Kids �iction series Image: KABAM!

Hidden Stories      13x15’     AGE 8-16     NEW EPISODES         
Hidden Stories is a drama series based on true stories. We meet the 
students of an ordinary high school. Everybody knows each other, 
but how well? The series deals with subjects such as viral videos, 
coming out, being a vegetarian and false accusations. Each episode 
reveals a hidden story. When Jeska secretly dances in front of her 
webcam, she feels like a star. Encouraged by the attention, she 
reveals more than she planned to. But then those nude pictures 
also show up in her real life. Megan decides to become a vegeta-
rian. Only her dad just landed a big advertising campaign, for meat!

Stok&Bok     12x14’     AGE 6-10
Stok&Bok is an educational and adventurous travel program. The 
tour guides are handpuppets Stok and Bok. They are two 
accessible bosom friends who challenge each other. Their main goal 
is to have fun and to go on new travel adventures. Stok is a meer-
kat. He is excited, alert, curious, a little genteel and slightly nervous. 
He considers himself important and he thinks he knows everything, 
but actually he knows very little. Bok is an ibex. He is calm, relaxed 
and smart. Bok doesn’t pretend to know everything, but in fact he 
does know a lot. Available for pre-sales and co-production.

A Teenage Love Affair     8x12’     AGE 13-20     IN PRODUCTION
A Teenage Love Affair is a teen drama series following the non-bi-
nary Sky and cisgender Asha who fall in love while crossing the 
streets of the vibrant city of Amsterdam. It is love at first sight. But 
their blossoming romance comes under pressure from both their 
internal struggles as well as the pigeonholing they are facing. This 
contemporary love story is told from the swapping perspectives of 
Sky and Asha, changing within every episode from one to the other. 
This series was originally produced for online channels such as 
Youtube.

KABAM!     10x8’     AGE 4-8     
Winner International Emmy Award 2022
KABAM! is a series about common childhood fears. Everyone 
gets scared sometimes. This preschool drama series shows in a 
light-hearted way that there’s a solution to anything . Just use a 
little imagination, that’s the way to do it! The quirky children in Mr 
Mo’s class all have a vivid imagination that helps them whenever 
they’re scared of something. In ten short stories, we get to know 
every child.
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